Pre-Competitive sharing at its best –
PepsiCo offers Sustainable Farming Program Toolkit

Brussels, 4 December 2018 – SAI Platform is delighted to receive from committed member
PepsiCo, full access to its Sustainable Farming Program (SFP) Toolkit. A key part of SAI
Platform is to offer support, enable better understanding and provide the necessary tools for
our members to fully commit to a sustainable value chain. With access to this extensive toolkit,
SAI Platform will strengthen the reach and adoption of its Farm Sustainability Assessment
(FSA) programme. By providing enhanced training and guidance to farmers and their
organisations, we aim to generate further interest and participation in sustainable agricultural
practices.
The Sustainable Farming Program (SFP) is PepsiCo’s continuous improvement programme for
advancing sustainable agriculture with farmers in the supply chain. The SFP Toolkit is an
elaborate set of training materials, workshop activities, guides and exercises to support
farmers in adopting more sustainable agricultural practices.
SAI Platform will be able to build on these materials, which have been utilised and fine-tuned
over many years, in over 40 countries worldwide. SAI Platform will release a set of training
materials in 2019 that will better enable organisations to provide practical support to farmers
that work with the FSA. While globally relevant, the SFP Toolkit is particularly appropriate for
small-scale farmers in a developing setting, which responds well to the needs of many
members to work with the FSA in these challenging settings.
PepsiCo’s contribution to the FSA Programme is a strong testimony of its commitment to SAI
Platform. It is a reflection of the spirit of the global food and drink industry for developing
sustainable agriculture practices through member-driven pre-competitive collaboration.
“PepsiCo is committed to driving positive impact in the agricultural communities where we

source. With the help of experts at Control Union we have developed a sophisticated
improvement approach – the tool kit – that supports our farmers in the adoption of sustainable
farming practices. It’s abundantly clear to us however that the transformational change in the
agricultural sector we seek will only be achieved in partnership with peer companies. That is
why we decided to make this tool available to SAI Platform for the benefit of the entire
membership. We hope it contributes to taking SAI Platform to new heights and helps farmers
capitalize on sustainable agriculture”, says Andre Eitner, PepsiCo Sustainable Agriculture
Manager and responsible for the development of the SFP Toolkit.

“Having access to this rich resource means that we can help our members support farmers

better in understanding and improving the way they farm. In 2019, we will have a bigger and
better set of support materials available for FSA users. This is much quicker than I dared to
imagine, thanks to PepsiCo’s leadership”, commented Sven Sielhorst, Systems Director at SAI
Platform.
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About PepsiCo’s Sustainable Farming Program
Agriculture is central to global challenges and solutions related to nutrition, the environment, and
economic well-being. Sustainable agricultural practices will be pivotal to meeting the increasing
demand for food, while addressing the need to manage natural resources.
Given the scale and reach of our agricultural sourcing, PepsiCo can be an influential voice in global
agriculture. For PepsiCo, sourcing our agricultural ingredients responsibly and sustainably is important
for the continued growth of our business, to help ensure food safety, and support crop resilience for
continued and localized supply. We rely on farmers around the world to provide the oranges used for
our Tropicana orange juice, the oats for our Quaker products and the potatoes for our Lay’s chips, as
well as dozens of other ingredients for our products.
As well as engaging farmers through our sourcing, we provide relevant expertise to help advance the
ways in which farming is carried out around the world. This benefits individual farmers and the
communities that rely on them.
A dedicated team led by our Vice President for Sustainable Agriculture is responsible for managing our
sustainable agriculture programs day to day. This team reports up to our Executive Committee through
our Vice Chairman and Chief Scientific Officer, Global Research and Development. Progress against our
set of ambitious goals is reviewed by our PepsiCo Executive Committee on an at least annual basis.
For more information - https://www.pepsico.com/sustainability/agriculture
About the Sustainable Agriculture Initiative Platform
Founded in 2002, the Sustainable Agriculture Initiative Platform (SAI Platform) brings together over
100 member and partner farms, companies and organisations leading the way in pioneering sustainable
agriculture world-wide. We enable our members to share knowledge, create solutions to common
challenges and promote sustainable agriculture globally in a pre-competitive environment. By
developing the practice of sustainable agricultural tools and principles we are creating secure and strong
agricultural supply chains, to protect the earth’s resources. Our current focus is on beef, dairy and
crops. Our innovative Farm Sustainability Assessment (FSA) tool and collaboration tool Spotlight, lead
the field to effective sustainable practices while delivering value to our members, farmers, their
communities and consumers.
For more information - www.saiplatform.org
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